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Better Model for Detecting Vessels in Satellite Radar
We have improved our model for detecting vessels in satellite radar data from Sentinel-1.
Specifically we provided ten times the training data our machine learning model originally had to
learn how to find vessels in satellite radar imagery.

As a reminder, Skylight has a process for automatically ingesting raw satellite data from Sentinel-1,
processing the image for vessels, correlating detected vessels with AIS pings in the vicinity (to
determine which are “dark”), and displaying those detections in Skylight:

Example of Improvement - Skylight’s Ability to Distinguish Separate Vessels Improved (left side with the
old model - 1 vessel detected; right side with the new model - 2 vessels detected in the same area with the
new model)
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Example of Improvement - Skylight’s Ability to Ignore Objects that are Not Vessels Improved (left side
with the old model - 47 vessel detections; right side with the new model - 39 vessel detections)

New Admin Functionalities
We have added user administration capabilities to Skylight. Specifically, users can become
“administrators'' to view and manage accounts that are part of the same group as them, including
seeing when specific accounts were created. Groups are generally all users that are part of the
same organization (e.g. “Sri Lankan Fisheries Agency”, “Royal Bahamas Defence Force”).

The very first administrator of a group must be assigned by a Skylight staff member. We hope to
identify and set-up administrators for all Skylight users over time. We plan to approach each agency
on a rolling basis, but if you would like to volunteer and be one of the first to test this functionality,
please let us know by emailing support@skylight.global with the following information:

1. The name of the organization or “group” you are a part of
2. Which account(s) you suggest to be administrators for that group
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